SUMMARY An automatic and efficient algorithm for removal of intensity flicker is proposed. The novel repair process is founded on the blockbased estimation and restoration algorithm with regard to luminance variation. It is easily realized and controlled to remove most intensity flicker and preserve the wanted effects, like fade in and fade out. key words: image sequence process, intensity flicker, flicker removal, video restoration
Introduction
Intensity flicker is generally intended as random luminance variation in image sequence. Gray intensities of two consecutive frames degraded by flicker appear much different and discontinuous.
The removal algorithm always consists in estimating the flicker model and restoring the corrupted image frames. The previous approaches mainly include Naranjo's histogram method [3] , Pitie's robust estimation method [2] and Roosmalen's recursive method [1] , however, the stability of the sequence's luminance and the sensitivity of following the gray's variation are still a pair of contradictory factors, so we provide a new block-based automatic restoration method with an adjustable scale factor, which can help to satisfy various accuracy requirements.
In this letter, first we employ a block-based estimation model of flicker, which shows the variation of the intensity values between two close frames, then we construct the restoration model with the help of the estimation model, finally we restore the degraded sequences with the restoration model.
Proposed Block Smoothing Recursive Method

Establishing the Block Intensity Model of Flicker
In order to establish usable flicker model we divide the M × N pixels image into (M/8) × (N/8) blocks with the size of 8 × 8 pixels. Let n be the frame number, and m indicate the block number, the relationship of degraded sequence and uncorrupt sequence is showed by Fig. 1 
n,m and L
(R)
n+1,m are the corresponding undegraded frames. We defined two sets of transfer parameters: The first one includes a multiplicative parameter a n,m and an additive parameter b n,m , which indicate the luminance transfer rule between specific position block in two consecutive degraded frames (as showed in Eq. (1)). The second one includes another multiplicative parameter a
n,m and additive parameter b
n,m , which indicate the same intensity rule of two undegraded frames (as showed in Eq. (2))
Precious works [1] , [2] consider that flicker can be modeled as a general function that measures the temporal luminance variation of image sequence, as Eq. (1) shows. The gray intensity relation between the flicker image and original image is clearly illustrated by this function. The multiplicative parameter a n,m and additive parameter b n,m among it will be calculated through a block-wide LSE estimation method in next section.
As showed in Fig. 1 , the restoration models for the n ·th and the (n + 1) · th frames are described as below:
Estimating the Intensity Transfer Parameter of the Proposed Block
As we known the flicker distort the gray value in a large area, so if the block is small enough, the intensity transfer parameters can be assumed invariable, i.e., to a specific 8×8 block, the above parameters can be regarded as constants.
Fig. 1
The intensity variation model of consecutive degraded frames and restored frames.
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With the least square estimation (LSE) method we estimate the transfer multiplicative parameters a n,m and additive parameter b n,m as below:
where E[ * ] is the mean operator, C[ * , * ] is the covariance operator.
For the sakes of reducing the effect of impulsive noise or other distortions, we employ a spatial filter F 1 to smooth two parameter matrixes constructed by a n,m and
. F 1 is designed as below:
The gray transfer parameters ( a n,m and b n,m ) of closed frames degraded by flicker always fluctuate dramatically, they result in the mean of whole frame change along timeaxis, but among the natural and undegraded sequence, the parameters (a (R) n,m and b
n,m ) appear very smoothly, also the average luminance changes flatly. Therefore, we can use a n,m , b n,m , and employ a novel temporal filter, to estimate the transfer parameter a n,m . The whole estimating process is divided into two parts: the first part is the temporal filter F 2 , which ensures that along the time-axis the average gray intensity varies slowly; the second part is the filter F 1 , which smoothes a (R) n,m and b
Using the first frame of the sequence as original reference frame, we define the following formula to help us to design the filter F 2 :
Based on Eq. (1) and Eq. (7), we conclude following correlation:
Let Len be the scale factor, two hypothesis preserve the mean stability among the restored frames are proposed as below:
From Eq. (9) and Eq. (7) we can deduce that:
According to above Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), we acquire such deduction as:
Through conducting the mean operation in both sides of Eq. (2), we obtain the following equation:
With the help of Eq. (13) and Eq. (14), the common form of the calculational formula is presented: n,m , the transfer parameter of the undegraded restored sequence.
At above step the scale factor Len is used to adjust the restoration effect. If the sequence to be repaired has many special effects the parameter Len should be selected lower to preserve such effects, and if we want the corrected result steadier we should choose larger scale factor. In this letter we select Len experimental value 20 to fit for better visual quality requirement.
Restoration of the Flickering Image Sequences with the Proposed Parameters
Using Eq. (1), Eq. (2), Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) , we deduce that: Fig. 2 The PSNR of degraded sequence and restored sequence.
Start with n = 1, regard the first frame as reference frame, i.e., c 1,m = 1 and d 1,m = 0, through employing Eq. (4) and Eq. (16), we final establish the detail recursive restoration strategy.
Experiments
Algorithms for removing the luminance flicker are always applied to specific image sequences belong to a shot. The approach proposed by this letter assumes that the first frame is the reference frame. We repair all the other frames in reference to the first frame and preserve the smooth variation of luminance intensity. This algorithm may bring luminance's fluctuation at beginning of its application when encountering dramatic flicker at the very start.
The CIF format sequence to be considered in this experiment is called Akiyo sequence, the first 100 frames of which are selected for testing, which consist of a newscaster speaking in front of a camera. This sequence is heavy distorted by flicker and the luminance of which randomly shifts about −20 ∼ 20. With the scale factor Len selected 20, the processing result indicate that the fluctuation in frame means has significantly been reduced by this intensity-flicker correction algorithm. Figure 2 shows the PSNR contrast graph between degraded sequence and restored sequence. From the graph we conclude that our method may increase the PSNR of image sequences about 5 ∼ 15 dB. Figure 3 shows the intensity means of degraded video and restored video. Figure 4 shows Frames 7, 8 and 9 of degraded sequence and corresponding restored sequences. We can see the subjective quality of proposed scheme in this graph.
The luminance of fade effect varies slowly while the flicker's changes faster. If the flicker distortion is not heavy the fade effect should be preserved by this correction method to a great extent. As shown in Fig. 5 , the restored frames indicate an obvious fade out effect while the degraded frames show unclearly.
Block-based method mostly brings block effect, which also exists in the restored frames in this experiment. The error of spatial parameter estimation is the primary reason to generate such undesired artifact. Therefore, a spatial filer F 1 is employed twice to suppress this type of distortion. F 1 can be redesigned to meet more anti-block requirement.
If the distortion is much heavy the restoration result may still keep part of flicker. As shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 2 , flicker between the 20th and 60th frame is worse than other frames (The broken line in this area is denser), the corresponding PSNR line shows more fluctuation.
Conclusions
In this letter an automatically iterative algorithm is proposed for flicker removal of digital video. A block-based archi- tecture is adopted for precisely measuring the variation of consecutive frames. A spatial filter is employed to reduce the block effect and estimation error. Finally the intensity flicker is removed through a temporal estimation and restoration system. Experiment shows with this method the PSNR of corrected sequence increases significantly and the special effect with intensity slow-changing can be preserved to some extent.
